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Welcome to FISITA Membership

FISITA is the international membership organisation that supports the automotive and mobility 
systems sector in its quest to advance technological development. We are uniquely placed 
to promote excellence in mobility engineering and the development of safe, sustainable and 
affordable mobility solutions.

We have delivered against this mission for every generation of engineers since our creation in 1948, when 
our first President, Maurice Norroy, brought together the engineering societies of France, Italy, Poland 
and Spain to establish FISITA, the Fédération Internationale des Sociétés d’Ingénieurs des Techniques de 
l’Automobile.

Since then, FISITA has seen significant growth in influence and relevance - today our network of Member 
Societies and Corporate Members extend a reach to over 210,000 engineers in 37 countries, placing us at 
the heart of the industry and enabling members to connect with each other, network, share technological 
advancements and collaborate in a pre-competitive environment.

FISITA facilitates dialogue between engineers and industry, governments, academia, and environmental 
and standards organisations, across all areas of automotive and mobility systems technology. Achieved 
through organising and delivering internationally-acclaimed technical events, including the World 
Congress, the World Mobility Summit, FISITA PLUS conference and EuroBrake, the world’s largest braking 
technology conference; as well as endorsing the significant events run by our Member Societies.

FISITA’s Roadmap strategic engagement plans see our organisation’s continued investment in the next 
generation of engineers through the ‘Your Future in Automotive’ initiative, and the long-term ‘Engineer 
2030’ project, while our Industry Committee is pioneering our strategic tracking of the evolving mobility 
sector through the FISITA Eco-System mapping project – ensuring that our organisation continues to 
deliver leadership and a relevant community to this and future generations of engineers.

Engineers create solutions, FISITA continues to support them to do so.

Prof. Frank Zhao
FISITA President

Chris Mason
FISITA Chief Executive Officer
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“The History of the automobile, more than anything else, is the history of a revolution. 
In only a few years industrial methods were transformed, and along with them the 
means of communication, and more, the nature of rural and urban life, the way goods 
are distributed, and the entire economic system.”

Maurice Norroy
Founding President, FISITA
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FISITA Membership

Member Societies
Our network of 38 Member Societies represents a growing number community of over 210,000 automotive and mobility systems engineers, 
spread across five continents. These engineering societies represent the interests of their members and help to disseminate and share 
automotive technology, both locally within their country of operation and to an international audience.

Spanning the world’s major economies, the Member Societies encompass important automotive R&D and manufacturing centres. FISITA’s goal is to 
provide a forum for dialogue amongst our members, as well as industry, government, academia, environmental and standards organisations.
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FISITA Founding Members 
— A prominent automotive 
mobility engineering 
society in its nation, who 
has been a member of 
FISITA for a minimum of 
three consecutive years and 
whose elected Members 
serve on the FISITA Council.

A prominent automotive 
mobility engineering society 
whose affiliation supports 
the objectives of FISITA 
but does not meet the 
requirements for Member 
Society membership.

The elite group of industry 
leaders from the world’s 
top auto mobility makers, 
suppliers and technology 
providers, as determined by 
members of the Industry 
Committee.

FISITA partners with 
stakeholder organisations 
engaged in promoting 
excellence and diversity 
in the advancement of 
automotive, mobility 
systems engineering and 
associated technologies. 

Membership Benefits

Membership Requirements

A prominent automotive mobility engineering society in its nation, who has been a 
member of FISITA for a minimum of three consecutive years

A prominent automotive mobility engineering society whose affiliation supports 
the objectives of FISITA

Industry leaders from the world’s top auto mobility makers, suppliers and 
technology providers

Stakeholder organisations engaged in promoting excellence and diversity in 
the advancement of automotive, mobility systems engineering and associated 
technologies

Participation & Networking

Access to FISITA’s International Engineering Community (FIEC) and Online 
Conferences

FISITA Support for Conferences including access to the International Database of 
Experts

Access to online members area to discuss and contribute to FISITA projects, access 
important member information, documents and download and view the FISITA 
meetings programme 

Access to participate and engage with FISITA Committee activities (Technical, 
Education, Internal Relations & Finance) 

Discounted booking for FISITA events, publications and technical papers

Invitation to the Annual Technical Leaders event – The FISITA World Mobility 
Summit – with exclusive member access to all content ahead of the general public 

Access to the FISITA Student Travel Bursaries, the Student Congress and Travelling 
Fellowship Programme for your Student Members as well as career & study advice

Exhibition, sponsorship & advertising opportunities at FISITA events/programmes

Access to best practice advice and support resources from senior Corporate 
Members and members from our Member Societies

Visibility & Profile

International recognition of your organisation. Use of the assigned FISITA logo and 
profile on FISITA website

Listing in FISITA publications & key feature in FISITA newsletter

Speaking opportunity at FISITA events

Opportunitiy to send out joint press release announcing your membership of FISITA

Opportunitiy to share your organisation best practice in the newsletter and at the 
Annual Local Knowledge & Best Practice Presentation to Council

Member 
Societies

Affiliate 
Members

Corporate 
Members

Strategic 
Partners

Complimentary
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We welcome donations of any amount, large or small, to help support 
the next generation of engineers. Start making a difference today by 
making a pledge.

Founding Donors
You could be forever recognised as one of the ten Founding Donors 
by pledging £5,000 or more. Founding donors will also receive:

Recognition on the Founding Donors Wall, including name, photo 
and job title
A personal letter of thanks from the FISITA CEO
Founding Donors badge of electronic use

Initial Donors
Our initial donors who pledge £100 or more will be forever credited on 
the Donor Wall below. Our Initial Donors will also receive:

Recognition on the Initial Donors Wall
A personal letter of thanks from the FISITA CEO
Initial Donors badge for electronic use

Find out more/donate:
www.fisita.com/foundation

FISITA has been supporting the world’s automotive engineering community for more than 70 years, encouraging and welcoming new talent 
into our industry. To help strengthen the support for our future generation of engineers, we have established the FISITA Foundation.
Donations to the Foundation will create more opportunities for young engineers to take advantages of the unique FISITA Travel Bursary, in 
order for them to fulfil work experience opportunities within our industry.
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Members Area

The Members Area is designed to facilitate and promote the cooperation and information exchange between FISITA and its members.

The site enables you to: 
Discuss and contribute to the projects on your committee
Access all important information and documents about FISITA
View the programme and register to attend FISITA meetings
Network and make contact with fellow FISITA members

The Members Area is accessed via an email address and password.  This area is restricted to members of the Council, Executive Board and Committees and 
their staff.  For help using this website or to request an account for a colleague please contact:

+44 (0)1279 883470

c.soper@fisita.com 

The site is interactive with the focus on collaborative Committee work. It also provides a social networking element which gives access to the general 
Discussion Forum and Community Database. FISITA updates the Members Area on a regular basis to keep members up to date on what FISITA and the 
Member Societies are currently working on. FISITA encourages members to keep in regular contact and use the FISITA Members Area to full advantage. 

www.fisita.com/members
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Your Future In Automotive

FISITA International 
Engineering Community (FIEC)

Your Future in Automotive is the student/young engineer section of 
the FISITA website. The section provides information, advice and facts 
about the industry, including study and career options and how to get 
involved with the global mobility profession. 

FISITA has developed a Marketing Pack for ‘Your Future in Automotive’ which 
can be downloaded here:

www.fisita.com/yfia/marketing

The pack contains images, logos and flyers that members can use on 
their website and social media platforms and can be used and shared on 
members’ websites and in communications activities. Member Societies are 
requested to share this information with their members.

www.fisita.com/yfia

FIEC is the online platform developed by FISITA where users can sign up free of charge to collaborate, share, engage and learn with others. 
We have developed this international community for all mobility systems engineers at any stage in their career - a fantastic network to 
connect with others in the industry, from students through to those leading some of the largest automotive mobility companies in the 
world.

Your members will benefit from the following:
Showcase your unique professional profile and network within the global community
Search and apply for the latest industry jobs and internships
Engage in peer-to-peer creative collaboration in the International Discussion Forum
Hold direct conversations with others via the Private Messaging function
Utilise the FISITA Travel Bursary for exclusive funding opportunities
Gain unlimited access to FISITA content and resources
Receive weekly email updates, featuring the latest jobs and discussion forum posts

Your members can sign up at:
www.fisita.com/fiec 

Foundation

The FISITA Foundation
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Advice & Support

Endorsed by FISITA

This new initiative has been put together by the Internal Relations Committee for Member Societies to learn, share and collaborate with one 
another in a supportive environment.

This service will provide you with:
Catalogue of case studies giving best practice advice on a number of topics
Webinar platform for member-to-member demonstration, sharing and discussion, including our Educational Webinars
The FISITA Database of Experts is also available for you to use, should you wish to search for a speaker for an event that your society is hosting

For further details please check out the Database of Experts – Marketing flyer or contact Hannah Evans, Membership Projects Assistant:

+44 (0)1279 883478 

info@fisita.com

www.fisita.com/members/advice 

With the support of our Executive Board and Technical Committee, Endorsed by FISITA has been created to acknowledge the highest quality 
international technical events and conferences delivered exclusively through our international membership network.

Benefits of this global accreditation include:
Endorsed by FISITA logo, graphics and visuals to use on event publications
Exclusive Opening and Closing ceremony videos from the FISITA CEO or President
Support with conference call for papers, programme promotion etc, with distribution to FISITA network
Use of FISITA Database of Experts & assistance in identifying, sourcing and securing speakers and general advice from the Technical Committee
Endorsed by FISITA events will be exclusively highlighted on the Automotive Diary
Coverage of the event in FISITA publication, InsideTrack, and social media support before, during and after the event - in collaboration with the event 
organiser
Event promotional support, including press release, marketing materials and PR advice
Certificate and presentation pack

For further details please visit www.fisita.com or contact Philippa Morrell, FISITA Industry Relations Manager:

+44 (0)1279 883470

p.morrell@fisita.com
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Join FIEC today
The exclusive international community for mobility systems engineers

Showcase your unique professional profile and network 
within the global community

Search and apply for the latest industry jobs, internships and 
work experience placements

Engage in peer-to-peer creative collaboration in the 
International Discussion Forum

Hold direct conversations with others via the Private 
Messaging function

Utilise the FISITA Travel Bursary for exclusive funding 
opportunities

Gain unlimited access to FISITA content and resources

Receive weekly email updates, featuring the latest jobs and 
discussion forum posts

SIGN UP NOW

FREE OF CHARGE

www.fisita.com/fiec

Promoting excellence in mobility engineering

/FISITA.o�cial@FISITAhq /company/FISITA �ec@�sita.com

Collaborate, engage, share, learn

https://www.fisita.com/documents/FISITA_Database_of_Experts_Web_Flyer.pdf
https://www.fisita.com/fiec
https://www.facebook.com/FISITA.official/
https://twitter.com/FISITAhq
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fisita
mailto:fiec%40fisita.com?subject=FIEC%20Enquiry
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FISITA Events

EuroBrake was created in 2012 to address the profound changes in the demands made by the braking 
industry’s customers and end-users, and to provide a forum for companies, engineers and academics 
working in the area of brake technology to come together to share ideas. Following six years of 
growth, EuroBrake has become established as the world’s largest technical event of its kind, attended 
by more than 1,100 delegates in 2019, with a significant technical programme of 140 technical 
presentations and featuring 100 international organisations within the exhibition. EuroBrake attracts 
a global audience of engineers, scientists, academics and executives from the industries of passenger 
car, commercial vehicle, rail and the wider industrial sectors. 

www.eurobrake.net 

FISITA and China SAE hosted the inaugural FISITA Intelligent Safety Conference on 29 May 2019, during 
the 6th International Congress of Intelligent and Connected Vehicles Technology, in Beijing, China. 
This event delivered a high-quality, international speaker line-up, which considered and discussed the 
important topics of the safety of future mobility such as standards, regulation, design safety, test and 
evaluation, making this an important, must-attend event. This unique opportunity enables delegates 
to participate as FISITA and China SAE collaborate in establishing and delivering this important 
conference at a crucial time for the international automotive and mobility systems engineering 
community.

www.fisita.com/isc

FISITA PLUS is our one-day conference, for mobility technologists and professionals created to explore 
the future of mobility engineering. Taking place in London, UK, speakers will deliver technological 
thought leadership in the areas of Mobility Eco-System, Future Technologies & Energy and Future 
Propulsion Systems. The Leadership Interview with Paul Mascarenas is the centrepiece of the 
conference, featuring Ford’s former CTO in discussion with globally-renowned technologists. FISITA 
PLUS culminates with a headline speech by a leading international figure from one of the world’s most 
recognised and aspirational brands.  

www.fisita.com/fisitaplus 

Since 1947, the FISITA World Congress has been a forum for industry experts, engineers and executives 
to exchange ideas and discuss the trends that drive the automotive industry forward. Over its 70+ 
year history, the biennial FISITA World Congress has become established as the leading international 
meeting place for the world’s engineers, executives and students. Member Societies bid to host 
Congress in their country, and this is confirmed four years in advance via the FISITA Council Meeting 
vote.

The 37th FISITA Congress took place in Chennai, India during 2018, while FISITA 2020 will take place 
in Prague, Czech Republic, from 14-18 September 2020, where the theme is ‘From automobile to 
mobility. New roles. New challenges’.

www.fisita.com/congress 

The FISITA World Mobility Summit is a unique and exclusive annual meeting that brings together 
technical executives from our Corporate Members with leading scientists, academics, public 
policymakers and NGOs to consider issues of critical importance to the future of the automobile. 
Through a programme of panel discussions and plenary presentations, strategies are developed that 
pave the way to addressing the future challenges faced by the industry. 

www.fisita.com/summit

WWW.FISITA2020.COM

organised by CAS

BECOME A PARTNER AND EXHIBITOR  
AT FISITA WORLD CONGRESS 2020
FISITA World Congress 2020 has become an established world 
mobility event during its over 70 years of history, and was attended by 

programme of more than 300 technical papers and features about 
100 international exhibitors. FISITA World Congress attracts a global 
audience of engineers, scientists, academics, executives and students 

serves as a platform for sharing technical knowledge and ideas.

convenient location in the heart of Europe. The congress main topic 

the exciting changes in the sector.

FISITA World Congress 2020 partnership packages and accompanying 

company’s innovative products, services and technical capabilities 
to key decision makers from established industry brands to recently 
grounded start-ups. The congress will help you to build new 
relationships with the leading specialist in automotive industry and 
mobility.

Take advantage of great value partnership and exhibition packages, 
which include delegate attendance visibility in the programme and 
promotion throughout the FISITA network of member societies 

and furthermore attention of established media.

If you have any question, please contact  
liaison o�cer Martin Roucek directly under
roucek@guarant.cz or +420 777 151 395.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON 
EXHIBITION PLEASE VISIT

EXHIBITION RESERVATION

FISITA WORLD CONGRESS  
2020 TOPICS
1. Digital Transformation
2.  Advanced Vehicle Driveline and 

Energy Management
3.  Emissions and Pollutants Caused 

by Vehicles
4.  Conventional and Alternative 

Fuels and Lubricants
5.  Mobility Comfort
6.  Automated and Connected 

Mobility
7.  Vehicle Dynamics and Controls
8.  Passive and Integral Safety
9.  Vehicle Electronics and Software
10.  Manufacturing, Materials and 

Lightweight Solutions

Association of engineers and technicians working in the automotive 
industry and related branches in the Czech Republic

FISITA
An umbrella organization of national automotive associations 
established in 1948, which provides a forum for dialogue amongst 
these engineers, as well as industry, government, academia, 
environmental and standards organisations

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PARTNERSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES PLEASE CONSULT

PARTNERSHIP PROSPECTUS

38TH FISITA  
WORLD  
CONGRESS 

 
PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC
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About FISITA

Vision

Promoting excellence in mobility 
engineering.

Mission

To promote knowledge sharing among 
stakeholders in a way that positively 
contributes to the development of safe, 
sustainable and affordable mobility solutions 
and helps guide the future direction of the 
global automotive engineering profession.

FISITA (UK) Ltd Board

FISITA UK Ltd is the UK registered company 
responsible for all operational activities of 
its parent company, the French registered 
Fédération Internationale des Sociétés 
d’Ingénieurs des Techniques de l’Automobile 
(FISITA).

The FISITA UK Ltd Board is responsible for 
the supervision, control and direction of 
the business, financial and operational 
activities of FISITA as delegated via the FISITA 
Constitution and is accountable to the 
membership of FISITA for the success of the 
organisation.
All FISITA UK Ltd Board members are 
appointed to serve in the best interests 
of the entire membership of FISITA, its 
stakeholders and the automotive mobility 
engineering profession. They are committed 
to the development and implementation 
of FISITA’s strategic vision, financial and 
business plan.

FISITA (UK) Ltd Board Members

Graham Hutchins
Non-Executive Director

NCL Technology 
Ventures Ltd.,
UNITED KINGDOM

Chris Mason
FISITA CEO

FISITA,
UNITED KINGDOM

Katie Milbourn
Non-Executive Director

SMMT,
UNITED KINGDOM

Karl Siebertz
Non-Executive Director

Ford Motor Company,
GERMANY

Richard Gotch
Non-Executive Director

Consultant,
UNITED KINGDOM

Paul Mascarenas OBE
Chair

Independent Director, 
Technologist and 
Advisor,
UNITED STATES

Dipl.-Ing. Remi Bastien
Non-Executive Director

Renault Nissan,
FRANCE

FISITA Constitution

The Articles set out in the link below 
form the constitution of FISITA and 
govern its affairs. Annexes appended to 
the constitution do not form part of the 
constitution and are intended/included 
to describe some of the operational 
committees of FISITA.

Download the FISITA Constitution here.

FISITA Database of Experts
Become an international FISITA expert today

The FISITA Database of Experts is a directory of industry/academic professionals who are
available to speak/advise at member conferences and events.

Benefits

The service provides members with the following benefits:
Share your expertise and knowledge
Recognition through FISITA channels including your own professional 
profile
Recognition at member conferences and events
Engage in FIEC (the FISITA International Engineering Community)
Receive special discounts

Get in touch

If you would like to speak with us about 
the FISITA Database of Experts, please 
contact FISITA:

+44 (0)1279 883 470

info@fisita.com

To access the FISITA 
Database of Experts 

please visit:
www.fisita.com/experts

/FISITA.official@FISITAhq /company/FISITA www.fisita.com

Promoting excellence in mobility engineering

https://www.fisita.com/members/constitution/constitution.pdf
https://www.fisita.com/members/advice
https://www.facebook.com/FISITA.official/
https://www.facebook.com/FISITA.official
http://www.twitter.com/fisitahq
https://twitter.com/FISITAhq
https://www.facebook.com/FISITA.official/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fisita
https://www.fisita.com
http://www.fisita.com
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FISITA Executive Board

Prof. Frank Zhao
FISITA President
Tsinghua University, CHINA

Chris Mason
FISITA CEO
FISITA, UNITED KINGDOM

Dr.-Ing. Carles Grasas
FISITA VP Europe
Applus IDIADA, SPAIN

Prof. Mike Ma
FISITA VP Technical
Jilin University, CHINA

Dr. Matthias Klauda
FISITA VP Strategy
Robert Bosch GmbH, GERMANY

Nadine Leclair
FISITA President-Elect
Groupe Renault, FRANCE

Murli Iyer
FISITA VP Americas
SAE International, UNITED STATES

Dr. Luděk Hyncík
FISITA VP Education
University of West Bohemia, 
CZECH REPUBLIC

Dr. David Schutt
FISITA VP Finance
SAE International, UNITED STATES

Hiroaki Okuchi
FISITA VP Industry
Toyota, JAPAN

Dan Nicholson
FISITA Past-President

Prof. Kyoungdoug Min  
FISITA Director

General Motors, UNITED STATES

Seoul National University,
SOUTH KOREA

Yuichi Azuma
FISITA VP Asia
JSAE, JAPAN

Dipl.-Ing. Christof Kerkoff
FISITA VP Internal Relations
VDI Society Automotive, GERMANY

Dipl.-Ing. Remi Bastien
FISITA Delegate General & Treasurer
Renault Nissan, FRANCE

Dr. Jun Li
FISITA Director
Tsinghua University, CHINA

The Council is composed of delegates appointed by the Member Societies.  The term of a Council delegate runs from the close of one FISITA 
Congress until the close of the next FISITA Congress, approximately two years.  

The basis of appointment as defined in the Constitution is as follows:  

One delegate for the first block of members up to 1000 in number, and one more delegate for each further complete block of 1000 members, up to a maximum of 
four delegates per member society.

Members of the Executive Board are ex-officio members of Council with full voting rights and, as such, are not included in the number of Council 
Delegates from each member society as determined by the formula noted above.

Role of a Council Delegate
The Council is FISITA’s highest decision-maker.

The Council comprises of delegates from FISITA’s Member Societies who 
collectively have the authority to set FISITA’s overall policy and 
direction, including: 

Electing the FISITA President and approving the appointment of all 
members of the Executive Board 
Approving the annual income & expenditure budget and financial 
statements 
Fixing subscription fee rates for member societies 
Admitting new members to, or expelling members from FISITA 
Deciding the venue and host society for FISITA Congresses 
Granting FISITA Patronage to appropriate conferences or meetings of 
member societies 
Approving and monitoring FISITA activities and business within the 
scope of the organisation 
Conferring FISITA awards, recognitions and honours 

Key responsibilities of Council Delegates:
To use knowledge and experience to support the work of FISITA 
To represent the Member Society’s interests in FISITA 
To feedback information about FISITA programmes and activities to the 
Member Society 
To attend Council meetings and participate in discussions and decision-
making 
To join and participate in the work of one of the FISITA Committees (see 
separate role descriptions). 

In order to participate and benefit fully, Council Delegates will need to 
have the support (including travel expenses and time) of their company/
employer to travel to and participate in all Council meetings.

Most employers are supportive of FISITA work due to the value of the direct, 
personal connections which FISITA members are able to make.  In addition, 
they will often encourage their employee’s input as a Council Delegate to 
shape the future direction of both FISITA and the engineering profession.  

14

FISITA Council
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Committees
The work of the FISITA committees is to facilitate active co-operation 
among all member societies. The committees comprise of members 
from industry and academia who work together to help shape FISITA’s 
activities around the exchange of information, support and best 
practice among all the Federation’s stakeholders.

Committee members benefit from the opportunity to make valuable 
contacts throughout the global industry, as well as the experience of 
working with and learning from colleagues from many different countries, 
cultures and backgrounds. 

Please note that all Council members can request to join up to two committees 
and to be either a full (core) member or a corresponding member of the 
committee.

Key Responsibilities:
To use your knowledge, experience and contacts to help the committee 
to develop activities which support the collection and sharing of ideas, 
information and best practice among societies, and to support and 
advise staff in executing those activities
To help gather information about member society objectives, operation 
and issues from member countries
To bring your perspective to the work of the committee and contribute 
ideas for new initiatives and the improvement of existing activities 
concerned with information sharing and co-operation among member 
societies
To contribute ideas which will help to shape the strategic direction 
for FISITA’s activities in support of member society development and 
communications
To consult with leaders and management of your own member society  
and/or organisation to encourage their feedback of the work of the 
committee and identify opportunities to improve FISITA’s effectiveness 
towards engineers in your country
To attend and participate actively in all meetings, physical and 
electronic

Time Commitment

You must be able to undertake international travel in order to attend 
FISITA Council and Committee meetings at least once per year and be 
able to contribute to the committee activities and development agenda 
throughout the course of your appointment. FISITA meetings are held in a 
different member country and are normally scheduled over 2 days.

In addition, committee members may be invited to take “ownership” 
of topics and on-going projects relevant to their own expertise and/or 
interests.

Meetings
One committee meeting per year during FISITA Meetings
Up to two additional committee meetings via webex (on-line and 
conference call) per year
Additional meetings and / or conference calls as deemed necessary by 
the committee

FISITA Committees include:

15

FISITA Committees, Meetings & Working Groups

Education Finance

Internal Relations Technical

Working Groups
FISITA collaborates with a number of international experts to form 
and facilitate working/advisory groups to create White Papers and 
other Board agreed initiatives.

Joining a FISITA working group is a great way to gain new insights into 
automotive mobility engineering and technology and it’s also a great 
opportunity to engage with the international FISITA community and share 
your insights and industry best practices.

Working Groups: 
Academic Advisory Board
Industry Committee
Intelligent Safety Working Group

If you are interested in joining a working group please contact Carla Soper, 
FISITA Membership & Engagement Officer:

 c.soper@fisita.com
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Annual Meetings Cadence

TIME OF YEAR

When required, additional e-meetings will be organised by FISITA HQ staff.

LOCATION MEETING 2019 2020

SPRING DETROIT

Executive Board Meeting

Council Meeting, 
Executive Board, 
Congress Board, 

Committee Meetings, 
Regional Meetings

Summit Programme 
Committee Meeting

Finance Committee 
Meeting (depending on 

demand)

Congress Board Meeting 
(depending on demand)

9-10 September
Frankfurt

TBC

TBC

8 April

8 April

8 April

Summit Programme 
Committee Meeting 

(depending on demand)

Committee Meeting 
(depending on demand)

AUTUMN

At the end of 
Congress, during 

Congress years

Alongside EAEC/
APAC during non 

Congress years

or

Subject to change at 
FISITA’s discretion

8 April

WCX 2019
 9-11 April

20 April

WCX 2020
 21-23 April

18-20 September
Location TBC

FISITA 2020
14-18 September

6 November

FISITA World 
Mobility Summit 

5-6 November
Nagoya, Japan
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FISITA’s in-house communications team is responsible for a range of activities to help raise the profile of FISITA with all stakeholder groups, 
including our members:

Marketing/communications strategy
PR/media relations
Brand awareness
InsideTrack newsletter
Event newsletters
Social media
FISITA publications
Copywriting
Global Auto Diary
Proofreading
Design 
Web development
Attending industry events

We are happy to provide you with a range of marketing resources/creatives to help promote FISITA’s products and services to your members – contact us 
below for more information. 

If you have an important announcement, require event promotion, member news or a case study that we can share with the community, please do let us 
know.

Follow us on social media:

@FISITAhq  
/company/FISITA
/FISITA.official/ 

Sign up to our monthly newsletter insidetrack at:
www.fisita.com/publications/insidetrack
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Communications

Get in touch

Patrick Carpenter 
Communications 
Manager 
p.carpenter@fisita.com

Kristian Wightwick 
Communications 
Officer 
k.wightwick@fisita.com

Daniel Hardiman 
Web Developer
d.hardiman@fisita.com

For membership enquiries, please contact the  
FISITA Member Services Team:

+44 (0)1279 833470      

info@fisita.com
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Member Services

Kelly Williams
Director of Member 
Services
k.williams@fisita.com

Hayley Millar
Education Manager
h.millar@fisita.com

Carla Soper
Membership Officer
c.soper@fisita.com

Gemma Wilkins
Events Manager
g.wilkins@fisita.com

Philippa Morrell 
Industry Relations 
Manager
p.morrell@fisita.com

Stay connected:

@FISITAhq

/FISITA.official

/company/FISITA

fisita.com

FISITA, 29 M11 Business Link, Stansted, Essex CM24 8GF, UK

mailto:k.williams%40fisita.com?subject=
mailto:c.soper%40fisita.com?subject=
mailto:k.williams%40fisita.com?subject=
mailto:h.millar%40fisita.com?subject=
mailto:c.soper%40fisita.com?subject=
mailto:g.wilkins%40fisita.com?subject=
mailto:g.wilkins%40fisita.com?subject=
https://goo.gl/maps/nwX28EUy9RM2
https://twitter.com/FISITAhq
https://www.facebook.com/FISITA.official/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fisita/
https://www.fisita.com
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